
B-Jet
The Cloud-Sellers B-Jet is designed for external cleaning 
with hand-held lances and as feed devices for small rotating 
tank cleaners. Models: 250 to 1,250 GPH, Minimum 60 psi 
steam required.

BX Jet 
Designed to provide greater capacities of high-pressure 
water for intensive cleaning, Cloud-Sellers BX jets are ideal 
as feed devices for tank cleaning machines or multiple point 
cleaning units. Capacities: BX (2,000-4,000 GPH).

NOTE: All jets now available with or without Detergent 
Control Valve.

clOud-SEllErS® STEAM INJEcTOrS ANd AccESSOrIES
Setting the Standard in cleaning Performance and Economy

Providing the same volume, pressure and temperature as expensive  
pumps and heat exchangers – for a lot less money. Sellers Hydraulic 
Jets utilize cold water and plant steam to provide a high-pressure,  
high-temperature discharge for both internal and external cleaning.

All Hydraulic Jets have the capability to siphon chemical 
or detergent if needed for maximum cleaning efficiency.

B-Jet

BX Jet

*Discharge 2.3 times steam pressure
 Temperature rise 110°



Accessories
A full line of accessories for economical, efficient and safe 
operation is available.

Hand squeeze control automatically shuts off high-pressure water 
jet when released. Lance gripping section is well-insulated for 
protection from heat. Nozzle discs interchangeable. 

live reel 
Designed for use with Sellers Jet Cleaners, the Live Reel allows 
the hose to remain connected at all times to the jet feed source, 
permitting unrestricted solution flow at minimum pressure loss. 
Available models: manual rewind type, spring, direct hand crank 
or powered rewind.

“All Purpose” Hose 
The All Purpose Hose is ¾" with spring hose protectors and cou-
plings and is available in lengths of 25, 50, 75 and 100 ft. Flexible 
and lightweight, the hose is able to withstand heat transmitted from 
hot liquid solutions. Special outer cover extends hose life through 
superior abrasion and chemical resistance. The hose is static bonded  
at each end to ground the reinforcement to the coupling. A wire 
braid allows for higher burst strength (5,000 psi). Not recommended 
for steam use.

Spare Parts Kit

Other Spare Parts

1272* 
combining 

tube

1283 
steam & water 

union

1271* 
delivery 

tube

1284 
coupling 

nut

1275 
delivery 
union

2194 
5-hole disc,
solid stream

2193 
35° disc 
flat fan 

shaped spray

*Note: Only Cloud-Sellers accessories are recommended for use with B-Jet products.

2234 
spray 
nozzle

1274* 
detergent 

tube

1278FTD 
detergent 

control valve

1277 
over flow 

valve

1273* 
steam 
nozzle
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